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Summer Crop Push
Pushing Performance
All of the delays in getting crops planted this year have resulted in a hugely variable window for application of
post-emergence treatments to increase plant vigor and push yields. Normal application timetables are being pushed
into the hot-dry summer months like never before.
SoilBiotics can blend products that can improve photosynthesis, promote cellular division, increase root and shoot
growth, stimulate the immune system, increase electrolytes and improve overall plant health. Plants weakened by
initial planting conditions are better able to recover and make up ground in terms of overall yield potential. They can
also better withstand late season disease and pest pressure. Blending is available at a small additional charge to the
product cost.
Call the SoilBiotics office or contact your representative to learn more!

Keeping Prevent Plant Acres Productive
Growers will be doing a variety of things to prevent plant fields this summer. A lot has been written about various
cover crops being used, but we’ve also seen and heard a lot about installing tiling or doing other heavy field work.
Why not take advantage of these activities to also incorporate humates into the soil to create a healthier, more friable
soil profile for next springs planting? SoilBiotics Organic 2r – Soil Boost is suitable for conventional or organic
programs. This product has a high concentration of Humic Acid and can help aerate the soil, reduce runoff, increase
water retention and percolation, and increase retention of nutrients.
http://www.soilbiotics.com/Products/Conventional_Products
To place orders, contact us at: 815-929-1752, or online at orders@soilbiotics.com.

New Todd Zehr Podcast
Todd recently participated in a Back to The Roots podcast. Take a listen and you’ll get a better idea of our founders
background, his industry experience and plans for the future. Click here:
http://hwcdn.libsyn.com/p/3/f/8/3f88e091a6e95d0b/Soil_Biotics.mp3?c_id=47142134&cs_id=47142134&expiration
=1563575459&hwt=6497276fa4dcba995d6a9daa890c22ad
Other podcasts are available at their website: http://www.b2rpodcast.com/index.html
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